Tu casa es mi casa is an exchange between Los Angeles and
Mexico City—an exchange of letters, objects, materials,
and ideas performed by writers and architects. If our contemporary political moment offers up a border wall as the
primary architectural expression of connection between
the U.S. and Mexico, Tu casa es mi casa suggests a more
porous boundary between the two countries. The title, a
riff on the welcoming “my house is your house”, offers the
inverted “your house is my house”—an expression of the
personal and political stakes of this transposition.

Tu casa es mi casa acknowledges a history of architectural,
critical, and literary exchange between California and Mexico.
Neutra visited Mexico frequently during the 1930s, noting in his
writings the different strains of modernism developed in the two
places—the modern expression of the “prima donna” architect
in L.A. and the more revolutionary collective form of producing
architecture in Mexico. Los Angeles–based critic Esther McCoy
was also part of this exchange of ideas. In the eclectic work
of Mexican architect Francisco Artigas, McCoy identified the
influences of Neutra and R.M. Schindler, writing that “his form of
expression did not gradually evolve, but rather expressed parallel
trends in time and separated in space.”
Curatorially, we are interested in the material, geographic, and
temporal translations, especially as they point to the overlaps
and tensions produced by the parallel trajectories of the modern
project. With exchange comes regional adaptations and the
potential for misinterpretation of a supposedly universalist
movement. Our precepts of midcentury design are shaken loose
as contemporary evolutions by the architects and authors in the
show reveal alternative narratives.

INTRODUCTION

Installed in Richard Neutra’s VDL House in Los Angeles and in
collaboration with Mexico City–based gallery Archivo Diseño y
Arquitectura, Tu casa es mi casa grapples with questions about
architectural space, mass production, and domesticity within
the legacy of modernism. Both Mexico City and Los Angeles
absorbed the initial precepts of international modernism and
have adapted them to singular social-political-environmental
contexts. A return to these twin interpretations re-investigates
the promises of the utopian project through a contemporary lens.
The steel and glass VDL House is a showcase of the tropes of
California Modernism—transparency, reflection, and open living.
Archivo is headquartered in a 1952 modern residence designed
by architect and artist Arturo Chávez Paz and is located next
door to the weighty and iconic Casa Barragán. By engaging two
modern homes, the exhibition considers the lingering relevances
and limitations of the universal language of modernism within
the cultural milieu of the private sphere.
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Tu casa es mi casa features texts by
Angeleno writers Aris Janigian, Katya
Tylevich, and David Ulin; each reframes
the Neutra VDL residence through story
and speculation. The authors—whose
practices focus on issues of territory
and urbanism, culture and identity, and
the visual and popular arts—were asked
to spend time in the house and then
write a letter to Mexico City. That letter
is a tool, an interpretive device, an artist
brief of sorts, that remakes history and
offers new readings of place.
The recipients of the letters, Mexico
City–based architects Frida Escobedo,
Pedro&Juana, and Tezontle, were asked
to develop their own relationships with
the Neutra VDL and respond to the
writers with site-specific installations
that transform both the house and its
descriptions. The architects also were
invited to include, reference, or draw
inspiration from some of the 1,500
national and international industrial
design objects from the Archivo Diseño
y Arquitectura collection. Their works
pl ay w i t h cr i t ique , inver sion , a nd
disorientation. Both the texts and the
designs in Tu casa es mi casa remind
visitors to the VDL House of the ultimately
interpersonal nature and human scale of
international movements, cultural and
political, alike.
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Las Vegas, Nevada
February 27, 2017
Dear

you can see the tragic evolution. Process, movement, destruction and renewal — although
at this point, it has been half a century. Neutra died in 1970; there is a photograph I admire,
taken by Julius Shulman in 1966, of the architect sitting on the slat deck outside what
he referred to as the penthouse, an angular rectangle at the top of the house, where
his wife, Dione, often played the cello. He is looking, sort of, at the water roof, a flat expanse
covered with an inch or so of rain, which reflects back the reflections in the glass doors and
walls. All these images, these echoes, a visual feedback loop built atop the ashes, memory,
of another house. The feeling is of a vast impermanence, even transience, if transience
could be used to describe the scope of a life. And yet, how can it not? We are all transient,
we are all here to go. VDL II is a museum now, albeit a museum where people live.
It is a museum, and yet a home. What does this tell us? That we can never define anything,
not really, not even the spaces in which we live. The physical, in other words, also carries
a psychic, or emotional, weight. Still, no matter how we may impress or mark the spaces
we inhabit, those impressions, those markings, can’t help but evaporate in time.

,

It’s a Monday night, cold here in Nevada, and I am lonesome and away from home.
Or no … not lonesome, but alone. Nine days ago, I was in California, at Richard Neutra’s VDL
Research House II, on a stretch of Silverlake Boulevard I’ve traversed at least a thousand
times. Strange, for me to discover a new landscape in the city I call home. Stranger,
that I think of Los Angeles in such a way, when for many years, it was as alien a landscape
as I had seen. And yet, we all exist now in alien landscapes, alienated landscapes; we are
all the alien within. We all occupy a kind of existential state: waiting, as we must, for what
will happen next. Such a condition is shocking most, perhaps, for not being shocking at all.
This is the condition of living, isn’t it, not knowing when the other shoe will drop,
or when it does, how far or how hard or how fast it will fall?
I am interested in this conditionality, which is what struck me most about the Research
House. Perhaps it is because I am away from home right now, which means that home itself
has become conditional. I am not in another country, not across the country, although
at a distance, in any case. I am in Las Vegas, just across the California border, for a period
of months. I think of the experience as living without the veneer of comfort, without what
I might, or often, take for granted, the little details I tend not to think about. The same
might be said of the Research House, with its thin walls, its protruding beams and angles,
the windows and reflective surfaces, which make it difficult at times to know if you are
looking in or out, to the city on the other side of the glass or back at yourself.

Cornerstone is a fitting project for the Research House, since Neutra too raises questions
about the relationship between interior and exterior space. This is a key aspect of his
aesthetic, which the house embodies in many ways. Again, think of those reflective
surfaces, which dislocate us, even in the context of a home. Think of all the doors and
windows, the way they let the elements inside. If Cornerstone means to “break down visual
and intellectual habits, testing the explorers and obliging them to trust in their senses,”
so too does VDL. As such, it is less home as solid structure than home as temporary
encampment, a loose collection of wood and angles thrown up against the unforgiving
emptiness of the sky.
The concept is embedded in the history of the Research House, which Neutra built first
in 1932, and then again after it burned in March 1963. This means the conditionality is
baked right in. In the reincarnated structure, there are models, sketches of the original;
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The day I visited, it was raining: another dislocation in Los Angeles. The house was cold,
was drafty; I hadn’t worn a jacket, I was unprepared. Unprepared? Not quite that —
let’s say, instead, aware. I had never been to the Research House, despite having driven
past so many times, and I would have missed it on this occasion also had I not kept pulling
over, into the parking lane on Silverlake Boulevard, to look for the address. In the garden,
between the front and back house, I found an installation called Cornerstone, by the Swiss
artists Les Frères Chapuisat. Cornerstone comes described as “a parasitic structure,” which
I suppose is not inaccurate. Certainly, it consumes VDL’s courtyards, filling that interior
exterior with a latticework of pine planks and platforms projecting upward around an
epicentral tree. Parasitic, though … this has a negative connotation, whereas Cornerstone
is more a matter of provocation. It is an impediment, a challenge, but not without its own
solutions; part of how we live with it (and we must live with it, for as long as we are in the
VDL House) is to figure out how to move within and around it, how it changes the structure
in which it has been built.
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For me, this raises all sorts of questions. Or better yet: Complexities. As I move through
VDL II, I try to imagine what it would be like to live there, to watch the neighborhood grow
up around the property, to see one’s children become adults and leave. I am the father of two
children, both of whom are, at different stages, in the process of leaving home. What does
this suggest about what home means, about what we take for granted and what we cannot?
My mother-in-law, she was shattered when her kids grew up and left, although she wouldn’t
describe it in such terms. She was left with little to do, no focus, having defined herself
around the needs of her family for so long. This, I want to say, was not true for Neutra,
who built his life around his work. Nor, I want to say, is it particularly true for me. And yet,
I find myself studying photographs, another set of reflective surfaces, taken when my son and
daughter were very young, trying to peel back the layers of the years. This is the seduction of
photography, or one of them: that it allows us, temporarily, to believe that time is static,
that (for a moment anyway) our love, our lives, our hearts and bodies, may remain secure.
Seduction of photography, yes … and the seduction of home. I think about this, alone on
a cold night in Nevada, a landscape in which, I feel, I don’t belong. I putter around this small
house, hugging myself for warmth and consolation. I run my fingers over the various objects
(books, mostly) I have brought. Neutra, I imagine, felt a similar dislocation when it came
time to move into VDL II. In his library are some books damaged in the fire; you can see the
charring on their spines. One has a corner burned and rounded, the abrasion, the assault,
smoothed by time. Is this what time does, evens out the damage, turns it into a story
we can tell? I suppose so, although time will also destroy us, take away the things and people
we love. And yet, if this makes home an illusion, then it is also a necessary one. Neutra,
remember, was an exile, if not a refugee. His VDL house can’t help but reflect that experience,
not least in its conditionality. What does home mean? What has it ever meant? We live
there for a while, then we move on or we disappear. It will happen to all of us, it is always
happening to all of us, there is nothing else, no other way to be. There is only us, alone in
a world not of our making, at the mercy of forces, metaphysical or human, that will ultimately
erase us, erecting buildings not unlike this one, in which the contradictions of our human
circumstance — our conditionality — are encoded like a strand of DNA.
My best to you,

David L. ULin
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If we want
to
continue
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A meditation on smoke and mirrors, If we
want to continue takes its title from Wenn wir
weiterleben wollen, a book by Richard Neutra
found in the library. The volume was singed
when a fire consumed the original house in
1963. (Presciently, the English language edition,
published in 1954, translates the title as
Survival Through Design.)

GROUND FLOOR

If we want to continue plays
on Neutra’s predilection for using
mirrors to “continue” walls and
create a sense of interior panorama
by deploying a mirrored partition,
which cuts diagonally between the
Seminar Room and the Music Room
on the ground level, frustrating the
Modernist view through the space,
but offering a recursive reflection
of the house back on itself.

second
floor

P e d r o &
J u a n a

K A T Y A
TYLEVICH

Note to Shelf.
A collection of words found around a 20th
Century residential micro-utopia:

Page #3 of a children’s book found in the builtin library of a small bedroom:
You are a model citizen — of country and of city!
To be a selfish misanthrope would be a silly pity!
You measure wealth as use of time —
Your currency is the sublime —
When mired by bureaucracy
You rail against hypocrisy!
You are a model citizen — of verity and fact!
When asked what you would like to be —
You say: an architect!
When asked what you would like to build —
You say: “I’ll build it all!
“A site-specific paradise buttressed by a glass
wall!’”
A recipe left on the kitchen counter:

A hand-written memo near the table lamp in
the family room:
The electricity may be on in our home today, but
remember, the light has just gone out elsewhere
in the world.

An illustrated poster hanging above the dining
table:
First aid: At first sign that someone is choking,
ask if this is a real or imagined problem. Ask
if the person struggling for breath is doing so
because of the incorrect layout of his or her
family area. Was the victim, while snacking,
forced to turn his or her head too far to the
right in order to be heard by a compatriot? Too
far to the left? What an avoidable crisis! Pat the
victim on the back firmly, with enough force
to push the silent body outdoors. If breath is
not regained in the presence of chirping birds
and blossoming flowers, reach your hand down
the victim’s food pipe and shake hands with
a besieged soul. Retrieve a mass of white bread
from the windpipe, if necessary. Recommend
to the victim to eat less yeast, to embark on a
home remodeling project, and invest handsomely in the design of a better way of living.

Graded homework found on the desk in a child’s
bedroom:
Question from teacher: What is the greatest
injustice threatening today’s world? Hint: An
inconvenience is not an injustice. Answer from
student: Substandard living conditions & substandard funding for mass redesign. Grade from
teacher: 80%. What kind of funding are you suggesting, exactly?
Engraved in a child’s wooden rocking horse in
the study:
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A typed memo placed on top of the radio:
Children, In the horror stories you enjoy, a home
often haunts a family with various unresolved
issues from the past. Remember that this
is fiction! In your reality, only a family could
haunt a home, and weigh down a perfectly
healthy construction with its tiresome worries
and clutter!
An unsent letter waiting on a shelving unit in the
family area:
Dear potential editor / or
to-whom-it-may-concern:
A note about my post-mortem biography: I would
like to be remembered as well maintained and
enjoyed, but also totally uncompromising in my
flexibility! Let’s discuss titles, such as “Future in
the present tense” (already taken?) or “Presently
tense about the future.”
A scribbled note near the tea kettle, on the
kitchen stove:
Good morning, household appliance. Are you
annoyed when we use you as a metaphor for
displacement? We take you off the hot stove
and, while you may stop screaming, you are still
boiling-hot inside. Can you imagine how that

As an impending adult, you should know that
running out of time is often a symptom of running in one place.
An ongoing guest list on the shared coffee table,
multiple authors:

SECOND FLOOR

A cure for dissatisfaction: Combine 1 cup of
warmed unsalted butter and 1 cup of sugar in
a bowl, until creamy consistency. Add 4 eggs.
Drink a fifth egg —
 raw. Feel the adrenaline
course through your body. Drum on the walls
like a bohemian, and let salmonella be of no
concern to you. Stir flour into the bowl and
pour the batter into a greased pan. Moisturize
your hands with the leftover grease. Doesn’t
that feel good? Open all the windows with your
slippery fingers and take a deep breath until
your coughs disturb the neighborhood. If you
receive noise complaints, remind those militants
that this day, like all others, is a great one to be
alive! Close the windows. Open them. Indoor.
Outdoor. Indoor. Put the pan in an unheated oven
and stick your head in with it. Smell the batter.
Doesn’t it smell sweeter when your heart is
pounding? Wait for family members to discover
you, then comfort them with promises of an
as-yet-unfinished treat.

functions as an allegory for our own experiences? Or is it simply that we prefer to scream at
one another without having to compete with
your racket? What a laugh!

a socialist poet; two soft-spoken political activists; a contrarian; someone benign (but not
too boring!); an art historian; certainly some rich
people; a health guru; a mid-level celebrity; a
rumored philanthropist; someone with an intimidating vocabulary; a recreational drug-user;
a lounge singer; someone who can play simple chords on an acoustic guitar; a classically
trained musician; someone pathologically condescending; a Sunday painter; a humorist; a
commercially successful painter; a first-wave
feminist; a psychoanalyst; an atheist; a progressive Catholic; an author whose work we don’t
particularly like;
A memo pinned on the recliner in a shared living
space:
A home with clean lines should likewise have
clean surfaces. Everybody, please pick up after
yourselves and file your paperwork.
Two sides of a flashcard near the front entrance:
English: Door

Darling, late at night, I think about how unreliable
are our human bodies. I am heartened by the
fact that the bodies we build from stone, steel,
and glass are much better able to house us. At
least we can control the health and wholeness
of a wall, if not a vital organ. Sweet dreams &
presumed love.
A hand-written note on the shared calendar in
the corridor:
To be a prototype, one must act as a prototype.
Another hand-written note on the shared calendar in the corridor:
We seem to have amassed a surplus of nerves
in the home. Let’s make an effort to sit in the
interior courtyard this week.
Pinned on the bathroom door:
Though we may share a value system, it is not
necessary for us to share the common cold.
Please sanitize door handles after use.
Written in the margins of a best-selling history
book:
I suppose that sitting on a balcony and taking
a moment to be alone is pleasurable only when
the living room is full of people, rather than occupied with more of one’s own thoughts.
Added to the guest list on the shared coffee
table:
Should we serve fondue with cocktails? Would
that be seen as cosmopolitan?
Written in lipstick on a shared bathroom mirror:
It strikes me how different we would be today
had we grown up in a home like this. Would you
be a claustrophobe now, had you developed in
an open space? Would I be so gloomy, had I never had to dust a heavy drape? Would our tenants
be more hilarious, had their furniture in early life
been whimsical? Would we be so frightened of
stray cats, had we had a yard in which to invite
one in and serve it a saucer of milk? By the way,
I’ve heard that cats are lactose intolerant.

Esperanto: Pordo
A “happy anniversary” card on the mattress
in the largest bedroom, next to a giftwrapped
fountain pen:

Katya Tylevich
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It all takes place in Los Angeles
along the shore of Silver Lake on the
second floor of a Californian 20th
Century residential micro-utopia.
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VDL II: a living, breathing
organism with faulty circuits
in nir sixties; reflexive
extraordinaire, with a certain
amount of nostalgia about
the past and big ideas about
the future; dressed up
to only reveal nir domestic
enablers.

SECOND FLOOR

Between a play of mirrors,
a complex, internal, and
somewhat schizophrenic
dialogue ensues among the
objects that reside in VDL
II and the characters and
memories that have, will,
and won’t inhabit nir.
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Dear Carlos and Lucas,
To answer your question, they came in three waves, 20,000 or so strong. Alarmingly
efficient for a government agency, in a period of a week, they arrested something
like 12,000 undocumented immigrants, mostly from Mexico, but also from China, Korea,
India, even Armenia. They first targeted any illegal immigrant who had committed
a crime, and then for the crime of simply being here, lifting them from their workplaces,
then from right off the streets, until, warrant in hand, they busted into their very homes.
Huge vans, predictably, I suppose, ICE white in color, transported them to five different
locations across the county, where tent cities were set up for processing. Without
legal representation or any way to lodge a viable complaint, it didn’t take long; a day or two
at most, and they were shoved onto busses and shuttled to LAX or south to the border.
Hotels, carwashes, restaurants were suddenly shuttered, and all the human parts that keep
the machine humming — nannies, gardeners, housekeepers — vanished, turning countless
households into a shambles. Pharmacies were scrambling to keep Ativan (usually obtainable
as M&Ms) stocked, and an estimated 1.2 million people rose in fiery protest. Placards
in hand, they marched down the 101 Freeway, from the Barham all the way to Central
Avenue, and on the 10 Freeway, from La Cienega to the Los Angeles River. Downtown was
paralyzed, but by the end week the rest of the city was too, as the protest spilled onto
several of the East-West going Boulevards, including Wilshire and Sunset and Pico.
Most were satisfied that ICE was frozen in its tracks, but others, as it turned out, were
looking for a full on meltdown.
During what evangelical Christians call “the rapture,” the faithful will disappear from our
midst in the blink of an eye. Even families, the bible promises, will be torn apart, as God
one by one conveys his followers to heaven before the apocalypse can begin.
I was dining with my friends Sarah and David the first evening. She teaches architecture
at Cal Poly Pomona and David is a multimedia designer and they live in the garden house of
the VDL Neutra House on Silver lake Boulevard, over which they also act as caretakers.
The three of us toted a bottle of gin to the rooftop solarium and from up there we watched
hell unfold. To the West, an uncanny red glow throbbed over the tops of the hills and
from our narrow vantage point to the city floor we could see several structures lit up,
smoke rising baroquely from the flames. We prayed that a few lone pyromaniacs had taken
perverse advantage of the disorder and it would all would come to a swift end, but
by midnight we learned that structures had combusted at 12 locations, approximately 3
miles between them, simultaneously. It was obviously organized in advance, some claim by
an underground militia, and others claim by Mexican drug cartels that ICE was going after
with a paramilitary ferocity. Gun shot and sirens cut through our sleep like shrapnel,
and so we slept that night by fits and starts, only to discover, when we woke, that some
of our most revered starchitecture projects, mostly downtown, were reduced to clinkers.
Saddest and most ironic of all, Our Lady of Angels was now Our Lady of the Ashes.
Our eternal faith has turned into our infernal. In defiance of the Feds, we’d raised up a socalled “sanctuary city” only in the end to raze it.
What an irony that I should have been here at the Neutra house watching all this go down,
no? He was a refugee, arrived here when the city was hardly small, about 1.2 million
people, but still lithe and kind of sleepy. I’ve read that when you walked Hollywood
boulevard you could smell of lemon blossoms from nearby orchards, but since the 1930s
we’ve piled quadruple that numbers into more or less the same space and now we were
witnessing what an exodus of that many people looked like.
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Waze went haywire, and MapQuest’s quest for a way out turned epic as cars filled to
the brim with hysteria and whatever valuables were transportable, were bumper to bumper
on even the most trivial side streets, while on the main arteries leading out of town, four
wheelers plowed out their own lanes from the mediums, sidewalks, and even lawns. Freeways
were so slow going people killed their engines and set up these propane canister burners on
the trunks of their cars to heat up ramen. Breathing became grim, and ash, like some necrotic
snow, twirled in the air and blanketed everything that was exposed. Helicopters — where
did they all come from, who knew so many existed? — flitted about like mosquitos in a sky
the blood red color of sunrise even at 2 in the afternoon; golf courses, public parks,
and, naturally, good enough size backyards were converted into landing strips for the rich and
famous to make their escape. Neutra used steel and concrete to fashion a house that felt
transparent and light as a soap bubble, but, now, honestly, with all those windows,
I felt exposed, wondering how the place would shore up for a bunker, what it presently turned
into, because I could find no way to the Westside where I live with any assurance I wouldn’t
have to spend the night in my car, not an option. In every culture, fire seems to free people of
their hang-ups, and so mass looting ensued: first super markets (you couldn’t blame people
for securing food), but soon stores that stocked anything from clothing to gadgets, large and
small, were gutted, and then typically, at nightfall, set ablaze. Every day, for nearly a week,
it was Christmas and 4th of July wrapped into one. There was no point in calling the police.
They had abandoned the city the way they did during the so-called Los Angeles riots.
That was in 1992; in 1968 Watts erupted, and the Zoot Suit riots strafed the city in 1943.
Every quarter of a century or so this city gets to be too much for itself and explodes.
Do we see the nightmare coming in our dreams? Is this why Hollywood regularly confects
apocalypses that wipe Hollywood out? Or maybe we make movies as an artificial induction,
like a flu shot, but time and again our immune system is too weak for the inoculum to work.
Eight hundred and thirty-three dead, and fifty thousand buildings have now been
destroyed, from San Pedro to Sylmar, at a financial and human cost that is incalculable.
Neutra’s formal language hoped to quiet us down so that we might be more attentive
to the world around us; the most economical geometry would be the means; concrete,
steel, glass and good old fashioned wood would be the material, but to my thinking, light,
so abundant in L.A., was the immaterial essence of his work. He let it flood in to flush us
of ignorance, prejudice, and hate. When light was freed, our view of the future was clearer,
and the lessons of the past more clearly received. It took 200 or so years, but with that
achievement, modernism was finally able to embody, if that’s the right word, all the ideals
of the Enlightenment. But does it any longer make any sense? All the knowledge in the world
at our fingertips, all the light we can possibly absorb, and, yet, we humans remain a dark and
predictably destructive complexity. The last time this happened, we came together, buried
our dead, swept up the mess, and rebuilt as tirelessly as ants do after a school kid steps on
their hill. And it’s an old trope, I know, but sometimes the slate has to be wiped clean
in order for a new story to begin. In 1963, this very house suffered a fire, and only the garden
house survived, giving Neutra a chance to re-imagine his plan, which, by many accounts,
turned out better than the original. But every now and then wanton destruction turns the
clock backwards too. The perennial and hard earned promise of modernism — more
as a guiding philosophy than as an architectural movement — has been shaken to the core,
but might modernism have taken enough hits to finally call it quits? Have we entered a new
American dispensation, where the windows are shuttered, the doors sealed, and paranoia
festers in the place of faith and hope? If so, now what, my friends? What then?

Aris Janigian
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The Mexican Muralism movement grew out
of the need to recover national identity, pride,
and cohesion following the Revolution.
A tradition dating to pre-Hispanic times,
murals were an accessible form of art
that reached the general population and
informed the common man. Initially utilized
by the Post-Revolutionary government for
propaganda, murals also were a platform
for politically motivated artists. Painted in
public places, such as walls and pulquerías,
rather than displayed in galleries, the format
rejected many of the constraints of traditional
artwork and the art market. The medium
reflects the desire to break away from the
destruction of the past and rebuild a fresh
Mexican identity.
RISE AND FALL reconfigures and pays homage
to the work of Guatemalan artist Carlos
Mérida, who in 1951 was commissioned to
create large concrete murals for the façades
of El Multifamiliar Juaréz housing complex
in Mexico City. Depicting Mayan and Aztec
heroes, the murals melded into architect
Mario Pani’s design. The designs also serve as
example of integración plástica, a term coined
by Merida where art was integrated into
architecture in a three-dimensional way rather
than just as a painted fresco — a concept
that was also popular in Mesoamerican
architecture. In the great earthquake of 1985
in Mexico City the housing project collapsed
along with Mérida’s artworks.

RISE AND FALL transforms the Neutra
VDL House’s glass penthouse into a
protective bunker. In response to Aris
Janigian’s dystopic letter and drawing
from the Mexican Muralism movement
and its integration into modern
architecture, the penthouse’s streetfacing windows are barricaded with a
translucent paneled mural.
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To commemorate the loss, Mérida´s former student Alfonso Soto Soria designed
a monument made of recreations of the
original designs which now stand as an
urban large scale sculpture on the South
of Mexico City. Tezontle visited the site.
They encountered it in a state of decay
and oblivion, and intend to bring it back
to life one more time.

By reappropriating Mérida’s work and the
concept of integración plástica, Tezontle
responds to Janigian’s letter and the
questioning of the fundamental values
behind Richard Neutra´s architecture
and his Californian contemporaries.
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C O L L A B O R AT I N G I N S T I T U T I O N S

Founded in 1987, the Los Angeles Forum for
is an independent, nonprofit organization
that instigates dialogues on design
and the built environment through
public programming, exhibitions, and
publications. Los Angeles is a catalytic
place for architecture and design,
offering lessons that extend globally.
Our curatorial stance frames and
challenges what architecture means
in an evolving city.

CURATORS

MARIO BALLESTEROS is director and curator at Archivo Diseño

Architecture and Urban Design

Archivo

wa s founded in 2012 by architect
Fernando Romero and his wife Soumaya Slim
as a space dedicated to collecting, exhibiting
and rethinking design in its various forms.
Archivo is housed in a remarkable midcentury
modern house built by ar tist and architect
Arturo Chávez Paz, neighboring Luis Barragán’s
own UNESCO World Heritage house and studio,
in the traditional Tacubaya neighborhood
of Mexico City.

Archivo is centred around a design study collection,
consisting of over 1,500 design objects that cover
a broad spectrum: from everyday objects of Mexican
popular culture to limited editions and international
design icons of the twentieth and twenty-first
centuries. Beyond a simple design archive, Archivo
functions as an exhibition space, a meeting place,
a cultural laboratory, a forum for exchange and debate,
and a key element for building knowledge and
a critical approach to Mexican design.

y Arquitectura. He was formerly founding editor of Domus
Mexico magazine, editor at Quaderns, the Journal of the Catalan
Architects Association, and director of communications
at the Laboratorio para la Ciudad, a public innovation lab of the
Mexico City government. Ballesteros received his bachelor’s degree
in international affairs from El Colegio de México (COLMEX)
and his master’s degree in architecture and urban culture from
the Barcelona Contemporary Culture Center (CCCB) and UPC
Barcelona Tech. He is a founding partner at Andamio,
an independent curatorial and editorial consultancy focused
on architecture and design.
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ANDREA DIETZ is an associate with Chu + Gooding Architects,
a Los Angelesbased practice with expertise in exhibition
design. She has a background in crossb order exhibition
and event production (with Estudio Teddy Cruz), and is a
longtime associate of the Woodbury School of Architecture,
where she coordinated a multimillion dollar federal grant,
led graduate program curriculum development, oversaw
digital fabrication facility improvements and operations,
and delivered coursework in research methodologies and
theory. She occasionally freelances as a curator, designer,
writer, and studio instructor (with Cal Poly Pomona) and is
a board member of the Los Angeles Forum for Architecture
and Urban Design.

MIMI ZEIGER is a Los Angelesbased critic, editor,

The Neutra VDL Studio and Residences

(1932-1965) of famed modernist architect Richard Neutra is
owned by the Cal Poly Pomona Foundation (501(c)(3) tax exempt organization) and is under the
stewardship of the College of Environmental Design (ENV) at Cal Poly Pomona. The primary
mission of the College with respect to VDL is: to use the house as an educational resource for
ENV students and faculty, to preserve and maintain the property, to make the house accessible
to visitors through tours given by Cal Poly Pomona architecture students, and to host arts and
culture programs that will strengthen the facility’s mission as a community resource.
In 2010 VDL began an exhibition program, where artists/architects/writers are invited to spend
time in residence and to create in-situ installations that respond to either the house, the period in
which the house was built, or the history of Richard Neutra. Previous exhibitions include: Fort Da
Sampler by Santiago Borja (2010), Architectones by Xavier Veilhan (2012), Inverting Neutra by Bryony
Roberts (2013), Competing Utopias a collaboration between the Wende Museum and the VDL
House (2014), and Wet Horizons by Luis Callejas. These installations have served to reinvigorate
the house and were extremely well received by the public.

and curator, whose work is situated at the
intersection of architecture and media cultures.
She has curated, contributed to, and collaborated
on projects that have been shown at the Art
Institute Chicago, the Venice Architecture Biennale,
the New Museum, the Storefront for Art and
Architecture, pinkcomma gallery, and the AA
School. She cocurated Now, There: Scenes from
the PostGeographic City, which received the Bronze
Dragon Award at the BiCity Biennale of Urbanism/
Architecture, Shenzhen (2015). She teaches in the
Media Design Practices MFA Program at Art Center
College of Design and was copresident of the Los
Angeles Forum for Architecture and Urban Design.

SARAH LORENZEN AIA is resident director of the Neutra VDL
Studio and Residences, architecture professor and former
chair at Cal Poly Pomona, and
partner at TOLO Architecture
( p r e v i o u s l y P e t e r To l k i n
Architecture). Having spent her
first eighteen years in Mexico
City, as the daughter of U.S.
nationals, she is keenly aware
of cross-border politics. At 18
she left Mexico to attend college in the U.S. to pursue a BFA
in Drawing at Smith College
and the Atlanta College of Art.
After graduating art school she
broadened her interest to architecture, receiving an MArch
I from Georgia Institute of
Technology and later an MArch
II MR+D from SCI-ARC.

WRITERS

ARIS JANIGIAN is author of four novels, Bloodvine, Riverbig, This Angelic Land,

Pedro&Juana is a studio from Mexico City
A R C H I T EC T S

and his most recent, Waiting for Lipchitz at Chateau Marmont, a Los Angeles
Times bestseller. He is also coauthor along with April Greiman of Something from
Nothing, a book on the philosophy of graphic design. A PhD in psychology, from 1993
to 2005 he was senior professor of humanities at Southern California Institute of
Architecture. He has published in genres as diverse as poetry, social psychology,
and design criticism. He was a contributing writer to West, the Los Angeles Times
Sunday Magazine, a finalist for the William Saroyan Fiction Prize, and the recipient
of the Anahid Literary Award from Columbia University.

Frida Escobedo

KATYA TYLEVICH is a writer and
essayist. She is coauthor of the book
My Life as a Work of Art (Laurence King,
2016) with Ben Eastham. She is editorat-large for Elephant, contributing editor
for Mark, and regular contributor to
Domus, Pin-Up, and Frame, among other
journals. Her writing appears in books,
monographs, and exhibition catalogues
on topics in art and architecture,
including Todd Hido’s Excerpts from
Silver Meadows and Michaël Borremans’
As Sweet as It Gets. With her brother
Alexei, she is cofounder of Friend
& Colleague, a platform for editions,
fiction and special projects.

DAVID ULIN is a book critic, and former book editor,
of the Los Angeles Times. He is a 2015 Guggenheim
Fellow and is the author of Sidewalking: Coming to
Terms with Los Angeles. His other books include The
Lost Art of Reading: Why Books Matter in a Distracted
Time and The Myth of Solid Ground: Earthquakes,
Prediction, and the Fault Line Between Reason and
Faith. He has edited two collections of Southern
California literature: Another City: Writing from Los
Angeles and Writing Los Angeles: A Literary Anthology,
which won a California Book Award. Ulin’s work has
appeared in The Atlantic Monthly, The Nation, New
York Times Book Review, Black Clock, Bookforum,
Columbia Journalism Review, and on National
Public Radio’s All Things Considered. He teaches in
the Creative Writing Program at the University of
California, Riverside, and in the Professional Writing
Program at the University of Southern California.

founded by Ana Paula Ruiz Galindo and
Mecky Reuss that works on a variety of
projects across creative professions. Some of
them are: Dear Randolph (2015), a domestic
interior public square for the 2015 Chicago
Architecture Biennial, The State of the Art
of Architecture, composed of moving lamps,
rockers, tall and not so tall tables and some
wall tapestry. Pavilion Of Hotel Palenque Is
Not In Yucatan (2014), a pavilion within
an exhibition that served as the site for the
symposium The Future Curatorial What Not
& Study What? Conundrum, and that hosted
a Little Pig Session (Sesiones Puerquito
2012-2015), cooking a suckling as pretext for
better conversation. Archivo Pavilion (2012),
an intervention in the gardens of Archivo
Diseño y Arquitectura DF/Mexico. Hellmut
(2013), a Table turn Bench turn Table for
Gallery 1 of Museo Jumex DF/Mexico. Casa
Reyes (2011-2012) an annex in an ex-colonial
house in Merida/Yucatan. Cocina DS (2013), a
kitchenette entrance for Dorothea Schlueter
Galerie in Hamburg/Germany.
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is principal and founder
of an architecture and design studio
based in Mexico City. The projects produced at the studio operate within a
theoretical framework that addresses
time not as a historical calibration but
rather a social operation. This expanded temporal reading stems from Henri
Bergson’s notion of “social time,” and is
materialized in such conceptual works
as the El Eco Pavilion (2010), Split
Subject (2013), and Civic Stage, presented at the 2013 Lisbon Architecture
Triennial. By these measures of practice and thought, social time unfolds
across multiple subjects, at multiple
speeds and modes of duration.
Frida Escobedo has taught at Columbia
U ni v e r s i t y ’s G r a d u at e S c h o o l o f
Architecture, Planning and Preservation;
Harvard Graduate School of Design; and
the Architectural Association, London.
She is the recipient of the 2014 BIAU
Prize, the 2016 Architectural Review
Emerging Architecture Award, and
most recently, the 2017 Architectural
League Emerging Voices Award.

Tezontle

was founded in 2014 by Carlos H. Matos and
Lucas Cantu. A collaborative studio in Mexico City’s
Centro Historico, Tezontle uses sculpture to bring together the disciplines of architecture, installation art,
and product design.
Tezontle identifies with Mexico’s pre-hispanic heritage
and the abstract work of the Mexican modernists of the
mid-20th Century. The studio curates found objects with
self-made ones in a process of generating innovative
formal and material narratives. This working method is
independent of scale. When scale becomes irrelevant,
the sculptural becomes the architectural and vice versa.
Current projects include a mixed use sculptural garden in the caribbean town of Tulum, the museography
for Archivo’s MXCD:02 exhibition opening in October
2017, and a set of concrete living units along Bahia de
Guadalupe on the coast of Guerrero.
C ar l os and Luc a s co -founded t he A rchitec t ur al
Association’s experimental concrete workshop AAVS
Las Pozas, which takes place in the Huasteca Jungle.
The research platform aims to forge links between craft
and culture in the town of Xilitla.
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Tu casa es mi casa is a collaboration
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Archivo Diseño y Arquitectura.
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A real home should afford its owners
a personal lifestyle unique in comfort
and beauty, designed with care, and
attending to the needs of the individual.
The creation of this kind of architecture
requires an architect whose work can
stand the test of time. The names
listed, spanning the past fifty years,
are among those responsible for the
most notable residential architecture
in Southern California. Crosby Doe
Associates specializes in the sale of
these homes and the preservation
of the lifestyles they represent.
We invite your participation in
this endeavor either as a seller, by
offering you our unique marketing
services and sales expertise, or as a
buyer introducing you to the variety
of residential architecture currently
available. Call us or visit our website
and let us know how we can help you.
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